I. INTRODUCTION
Most naturally occurring problems can be described with an underlying graph structure. Functional MRIs, molecules, document databases, social networks, and 3D meshes in computer graphics can all be described by vertices connected by edges. For example, friends are connected through relationships, atoms are connected through bonds, and documents are connected by citations. Making inferences about these graphs and their elements is an active area of research.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have forever changed the pattern recognition landscape with breakthrough results on image classification [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , object detection [5] , [6] , and speech recognition [7] . It is natural to want to apply CNN methods to graph data to learn useful features. Graph problems are challenging because graph data does not have the gridded array structure that image, video, and signal data has. Each vertex (e.g. pixel) in gridded structures has the same number of neighbors and the same relationships to a neighbor in a given direction. Non-gridded graphs do not have these limitations. A non-gridded graph can vary in the number of neighbors from vertex to vertex, and there is not necessarily a geometrical interpretation for any given connection between two vertices. Filters are elegantly posed as spectral multipliers in a Fourier domain. Pooling can be modeled as spectral graph clustering operations as shown in [8] . Using these filter and pooling operations, numerous studies have applied CNNs on graphs [9] , [8] , [10] , [11] . The downside of this approach is that the graphs that are processed by these models are required to be homogeneous. This means that each graph sample is required to have the same number of vertices and edge connections, as in Figure 1 -Left. The samples can only differ in the "signal", that is, the vertex values in the graph. This is because the Fourier domain is unique for each graph. Spectral filters for one graph may not provide the same filtering behavior for another graph. Heterogeneous graphs (as in Figure 1 -Right), which can vary in the number of vertices and the distribution of edge connections, cannot be processed with these models.
Defferrard et al. [12] introduced graph methods which are spectrally defined, but are implemented spatially with recursive polynomials on the graph Laplacian. This enables spectrally motivated approaches to handle heterogeneous graphs. For example, [11] and [10] use [12] to measure the similarity between functional brain graphs and document classification respectively.
Sandryhaila, et al. [13] has shown that a shift-invariant convolution filter can be represented as a polynomial of adjacency matrices. We note the adjacency polynomial "translation" is an isotropic diffusion from the current vertex to vertices farther away. Like [12] , weights are shared among a graph regardless of (any heterogeneous) structure. Each weight is used by all vertices of a given distance from the current vertex. We define filters as polynomials of functions of the graph adjacency matrix to define a useful spatial Graph-Convolutional Neural Network. Like [13] , [12] , our work allows filters to be applied to heterogeneous graphs without going into the spectral domain. We also exploit structure in certain graphs (such as images or 3D meshes) to provide anisotropic filtering that varies based on angle. Filters are learned directly from graph adjacency matrices and vertex features in the spatial domain. The code is downloadable from [14] .
The contributions of this research are as follows:
• We introduce the concept of vertex filters on graphs. Vertex filters simultaneously learn properties from both graph vertices and edges. The technique also enables learning from multiple adjacency matrices with individual edge features or graphs.
• We provide a supervised graph embed pooling operation to learn a pooling transformation for heterogeneous graph data.
• We do extensive experiments with multiple graph datasets-brain fMRI, chemical compounds, 3D face and document citations, to show the applicability of our model to varying graph structures. We also show that our graph formulation performs similarly to a classical CNNs on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet datasets.
This work is a step towards creating a one-to-one mapping between deep convolutional neural networks for signals and images and one for graphs as represented in Figure 2 . Further, the presented methods can be applied to graphs that are homogeneous or heterogeneous in nature.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines related work. Section III describes the proposed Graph-CNN model in detail including different filtering techniques. Section IV details the numerical experiments on graph data-images, brain imaging, facial expression recognition, document classification, and chemical compounds. Section V discusses the computational complexity. Section VI contains concluding remarks.
II. RELATED WORK
In general graph data is encoded by the tuple G = (V , A). V ∈ R N ×C is the vertex data or graph signal, where N vertices each contain C vertex features. A ∈ R N ×N is the adjacency matrix, which encodes the connections between vertices. The adjacency matrix entries can be defined as in (1) .
w ij if there is an edge between i and j 0 otherwise
The scalar w ij is a weight that represents some measure of strength of the edge between vertex i and vertex j.
There are three general approaches we found to generalizing Deep Neural Networks for graph data: spectral, spatial, and geometric. There is some overlap as elements of spectral graph theory are frequently used throughout the literature.
A. Spectral Approaches
Spectral approaches exploit spectral graph theory. These works filter in a spectral domain by constructing an analogue to the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which is based on the eigenvector decomposition of the Graph Laplacian. The Graph Laplacian is shown in (2) and the normalized Graph Laplacian is shown in (3) . A is the adjacency matrix, D is the diagonal degree matrix, whose entries are the row-wise sums of A, and I is the identity matrix.
L can be used to compute an eigenbasis U that represents an analogue to the DFT matrix. Then a graph signal x, which contains the vertex values of the graph, can be filtered spectrally by transforming x into the spectral domain and multiplying each frequency by a filter h, as in (4) ( is the elementwise product).
Eigenvectors of the Graph Laplacian represent frequency components, similar to rows of the DFT matrix. By transforming graph signals to a spectral domain with the resulting eigenbasis, the graph signal can be multiplied by an array of filter coefficients to perform a filtering operation. Several works propose graph CNN models that are based on this method of filtering [9] , [8] , [12] , [15] , [10] . One of the advantages of this is that these works can leverage a mature body of literature on spectral clustering to propose effective graphpooling mechanisms (an introduction to spectral clustering can be found in [16] ). Some also use off-the-shelf software such as Graclus [17] .
One initial concern about spectral approaches to graph convolutions is that these filters would not be localized in the spatial domain, meaning that learned weights would not be shared across different locations in the graph. Recent developments have counterintuitively shown that spectral filters can be localized in space. In [9] , [8] , [15] , smooth spectral filters lead to localized filters in the spatial domain, leading to localized filters. In [18] , [12] , it is shown that a K-order polynomial formulation of the graph Laplacian perform a Khop filtering operation, despite being a "spectral" operation. In addition [12] reveals an efficient recursive approximation of this spectral filtering using Chebyshev polynomials. This technique is used for semi-supervised document classification Figure 2 : General vertex-edge domain Graph-CNN architecture. Convolution and pooling layers are cascaded into a deep network. FC are fully-connected layers for graph classification. V is vertex set and A is adjacency matrix that define a graph.
in [10] . Graph signals filtered with this technique are fed through an LSTM in [19] to model sequences.
One of the major practical limitations when learning filters in the spectral domain is that the eigenbasis that transforms a graph between spatial and spectral domains is unique for each graph. This requires input samples to be homogeneous. The Graph Laplacian eigenbasis needs to be solved separately for each unique graph structure. Most spectral works tend to focus on experiments where there is a single graph structure common across all samples, such as the MNIST image dataset [20] . More recent works based on polynomials of the Laplacian do not have this limitation [10] , [11] , [12] . By representing polynomial filters as linear combinations of Chebyshev polynomials, they are able to exploit the Chebyshev polynomial recurrence relation to rapidly apply these filters in the spatial domain (An interesting aspect of this approach is that it is motivated by spectral graph theory, but implemented spatially).
B. Spatial Approaches
Spatial approaches have an advantage over some spectral approaches in that they do not, by nature, require a homogeneous graph structure. However, they generally require sophisticated data preprocessing to enable learning. The challenge is in figuring out how to process neighborhoods that are different sizes and structures for each vertex. Diffusion-Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) [21] model the graph by encoding layers of matrices that arrange vertex features based on a sequence of hops from different starting vertices. However, due to lack of a vertex pooling or clustering layers, it was not expanded to learn beyond the original level of abstraction. PATCHY-SAN attempts to linearize a graph based on the CNN concept of a receptive field [22] . [23] defines a hashing operation inspired by CNN properties and uses it to learn features on molecular fingerprints. Gated Graph Sequential Neural Networks [24] presented a graph Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Neural Network model applied to program verification and basic logical reasoning tasks, extending a neural network model that learned a graph encoding from data [25] . DeepWalk [26] learns latent representations of graph vertices by using random walks to extract local information which encodes structural regularities in social networks.
Our work is also a spatial approach. Like the spectral approaches, our work is inspired by discrete graph signal processing theory. Specifically, we benefit from the spatial filtering theory proposed in [13] . Where we differ from current spatial approaches is that we require less preprocessing to format the graph structure. We learn convolutional filters directly on the adjacency matrices and vertex features that naturally represent graph data.
C. Geometric Approaches
Researchers from the 3D shape analysis community have also been working on the problem of signal processing on heterogeneous data structures. Several recent works have tried to develop filters and CNNs for manifolds, oftentimes for the purpose of point correspondence on 3D meshes. One popular approach is to map individual patches of these manifolds to an alternative representation that is more amenable to filtering. The idea is that filtered patches of similar objects (e.g. fingertips) should have similar feature representations between meshes that only differ in deformation. Some example representations are 2D polar coordinate representations that are filtered with a polar convolution [27] , local windowed spectral representations [28] , anisotropic variants of heat kernel diffusion filters and spectral filters [29] , [30] , and learned Gaussian Mixture-Model kernels [31] . A survey of this approach is provided in [32] . The Gaussian Mixture Model method was generalized to graph data and applied to MNIST classification and document classification [31] .
III. THE GRAPH-CNN MODEL Our work uses the standard definition of graphs as described above. We place no constraints on A beyond what is described in (1) . We allow the graph to be directed (a ij does not necessarily equal a ji ), have reflexive connections (a ii is a valid connection), and different graph samples to be heterogeneous: each sample may have different numbers of vertices and differing graph structures. This latter feature is an improvement over many spectral methods, where filters are learned on a particular "homogeneous" arrangement of vertices and edges.
For our work, we also define an adjacency tensor A ∈ R N ×N ×L , which is a stack of L adjacency matrices
, where I is the identity matrix (only reflexive connections). This allows us to encode multiple edge features or to partition edges based on a hand-picked structure.
Throughout this work we utilize the notation defined in I.
A. Graph Filters
Sandryhaila, et al. [13] recently defined a spatial-domain convolution for graphs, shown in (5) . 
The filter is defined as the kth-degree polynomial of the graph's adjacency matrix. Each exponent in the polynomial encodes the number of hops from a given vertex that are being multiplied by the given filter tap. A 1 (or A) represents the one-hop neighbors of the given vertex. A 2 , the square of the adjacency matrix, represents the two-hop neighbors, and so on. I represents the 0-hop or the vertex being processed. The scalar coefficients h 0 , h 1 ,...,h k control the contribution of the neighbors of a vertex during the convolution operation.
To convolve the vertices V with the filter H is a matrix multiplication,
B. Graph-CNN
To adapt this filtering operation into a convolution operation fit for our Graph-CNN, we need to take into account the desire to process multiple filters and multiple adjacency matrices per sample. We also want to use the intuition from VGGNet [2] that learning cascades of small filters can effectively capture the receptive field of a single large filter. To that end we approximate (5) as a linear equation in (6) .
This equation is cascaded over multiple layers in a neural network, thereby achieving the receptive field of 5 but with nonlinearities at every step. A comparable linear approximation for a spectral approach was used by Kipf, et al. [10] . Their approach similarly cascaded these linear filters to approximate the K-hop filter formed by the polynomial of the Laplacian. We want to scale this operation up to use our adjacency tensor A. This construct contains multiple adjacency matrices in a sample. The first slice of this tensor is A 1 , the second slice is A 2 and so on. Each slice A encodes a particular edge feature for the graph in an adjacency matrix. We define a linear filter as a convex combination of each adjacency matrix as in (7) .
This can be written compactly as in (8) .
One motivation for these multiple adjacency matrices is to encode multiple edge features, one feature in each A. Another is to partition edges in a single A into multiple matrices to impart a sense of direction. Figure 3 illustrates this motivation. The figure on the left is an illustration of the default Graph-CNN linear filter in an image application. A given filter tap is applied to all vertices of a given distance, isotropically. In this case, h 0 is applied to the 0-hop vertex and h 1 is applied to all adjacent vertices. If another border of pixels surrounded this figure, each pixel in that border would be multiplied by a filter tap h 2 . If however, the adjacency matrix was partitioned into nine adjacency matrices, each one representing a different relative connection to a given vertex (upper-left, right, down, lowerright, and so on), then there would be a unique filter tap for each direction, including the 0-hop self-connection ( Figure  3 , right). This results in an anisotropic Graph-CNN filter. This is equivalent to a 3 × 3 FIR filter in conventional CNN applications ( Figure 3 , center). The Appendix furnishes a proof of this that explains the model in more detail. For graph datasets such as images and 3D meshes that have exploitable structure, this method can multiply parameters and increase the modeling capability of the network. So far we have described filters for a single vertex feature. To have a set of filter coefficients for multiple vertex features, each h needs to be in R C , leading H to be in R N ×N ×C . This means H is a stack of N × N filter matrices indexed by the vertex feature they filter. Equation (8) can be modified as in (9) to illustrate this new operation.
In (9), H (c) is an N × N slice of H and h (c) is a scalar corresponding to a given input feature and a given slice of A . To filter a vertex signal V in using this filter tensor, we perform the operation described in (10) .
in is the column of V in that only contains vertex feature c. We also add a bias b ∈ R. This results in V out ∈ R N . This is analogous to an image with multiple color channels being filtered down to a single grayscale channel in image-based CNNs. Multiple filters can be modeled by adding another dimension to H so that it can become part of R N ×N ×C×F . Then (10) can be repeated, with each filter output representing a single column V (f ) out in V out ∈ R N ×F . Each feature in the output vertices is the output of a single filtering operation across all features in the input vertices. In this case there are also F biases, one for each filter.
To be clear, these vertex filters only change the vertex data. The adjacency data is used to help filter the vertices, but remains unchanged by the operation. Figure 4a illustrates this. 
C. Initialization
Like other neural network models, Graph-CNNs require proper weight initialization. A common way of doing so is by initializing the weights with random numbers generated from a Gaussian distribution. This works well with small networks, but deep networks suffer from vanishing (or exploding) gradients. Xavier initialization [33] addresses this somewhat, by intelligently selecting the Gaussian distribution parameters to mitigate changes in the distribution of the input and output data. Xavier bases the parameters on the number of inputs and number of outputs of each filter. A more complex variant would be required for graph data. This is because the output distribution depends on the weights, the input vertices, and the input adjacency matrix. Batch Normalization [34] offers a more elegant solution. By normalizing each batch of data at each layer, vanishing and exploding gradients are explicitly prevented.
D. Graph Embed Pooling
An important building block of CNNs are pooling layers. Reducing dimensions of the input allows convolution filters to have a larger receptive field and also improves computation performance. One of the most common methods for pooling images is max-pooling. This method selects the top value over a defined region in a sliding window approach.
Pooling methods designed for images are tailored for gridded structures and cannot be applied to general graphs due to their often heterogeneous structure. As a solution, we introduce a method called graph embed pooling. Graph embed pooling learns a convolutional layer whose output can be treated as an embedding matrix that produces a fixed-size output. To produce a pooled graph reduced to a fixed N vertices, the learned filter taps from this pooling layer produce an embedding matrix V emb ∈ R N ×N . Similar to (10), a filter tensor H emb ∈ R N ×N ×C×N is learned and multiplied by the vertices to produce a filtered output, as in (11) . Equation (11) could be replaced with any layer that produces a fixed number of features for each vertex. We use the previously defined 1-hop Graph-CNN filter.
Each output in the equation is a column V (n ) emb in the output matrix V emb , indexed by row n ∈ 1, 2, . . . N . Like the other filter tensors, H emb is produced in an analogous fashion to (9) . This means that a O(N 2 CN ) variable-dimension embedding matrix H emb (N is variable) can be learned with O(LCN ) parameters. Equations (13) and (14) show how V emb produces the pooled graph data. The embedding values of V emb are normalized using a softmax operation (σ). Note that in graph embed pooling, both the adjacency matrix and the vertices are transformed, as in Figure 4a .
There are two advantages to graph embed pooling. First, it flexibly takes input of any cardinality or structure and produces a fixed size output. This output can be of any cardinality N . Second, this pooling is learned, so the output structure is the one that represents a reduced-dimension input structure in at least a locally optimal way, similar to other embedding methods. In our work, we use a special case of graph embed pooling where N = 1 to produce a graph representation or Graph Fully-Connected (GFC) vector, an embedding we use in some of our experiments later in the paper.
One particular notion that must be realized is that visually this pooling does not resemble the intuition of average or max pooling in images, where the output signal would seem like a lower-resolution approximation of the input signal. In graph embed pooling, the output vertices are a convex combination of the input vertices, and they are fully connected. Further, this methodology induces self-connections. We use the simpler self-connections in 11 − 14, because we notice it does not measurably change the resulting performance of the models. Figure 5 is an illustration of the pooling process, but the geometry of the figure should not be taken literally. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We apply our Graph-CNN model to five different problems. First, we compare Graph-CNN to traditional CNNs using the CIFAR-10 and ImageNet image classification datasets. Second, we perform gender classification based on Human Connectome Project (HCP) fMRI data. Third, we classify chemical compounds with the NCI1 and D&D datasets. Fourth, we classify facial expressions based on the Bosphorus 3D face dataset. Finally, we evaluate document classification with the Cora document datasets. These problems explore both homogeneous and heterogeneous datasets.
In each investigation, the Graph-CNNs are learned via stochastic gradient descent or Adam optimization [35] using back-propagation. For learning graph filters, the base learning rate is 0.01 and we use a momentum of 0.9 during updates. All architectures use ReLU activation function. Batch Normalization [34] was also used in all but the last layers of each architecture.
Most of the evaluations attempt graph classification, which attempts to apply a single label to an entire graph. The Document Classification task is a vertex classification task, which means the Graph-CNN attempts to apply a label to each individual test vertex based on the neighboring training vertices.
A. Image Classification
For a classification task, an image can be represented as a graph: a two-dimensional rectangular grid as shown in Figure 6 . We run image classification experiments to give empirical evidence to the earlier claim that classical CNN can be modeled with Graph-CNN's with appropriate adjacency matrices. We use the CIFAR-10 [36] and the ImageNet dataset [37] . 1) CIFAR-10: Every image in CIFAR is 32×32 pixels with RGB channels. They can each be represented as a graph with 1024 vertices, where every pixel is a vertex in the graph. We compare classification methods by learning the same number of parameters. Graph-CNN utilizes the 8-adjacency connection tensor described in Figure 3 . The CNN 3×3 is a standard CNN with 3 × 3 convolution filters. Table II shows classification accuracy on the CIFAR-10 dataset. We also compare spectral filters to CNNs and Graph-CNNs in the appendix. All models were trained for 60 epochs. 2) ImageNet: We also evaluate our method on the ImageNet 2012 image classification dataset. We use the ResNet-152 architecture [4] to demonstrate the compatibility between Graph-CNN and CNN. We replace the last residual layer (res5) with its Graph-CNN equivalent. We learn for 2e4 iterations and measure top-1 accuracy and use no data augmentation. With the unmodified ResNet we achieve 70.32% accuracy. With the ResNet modified with Graph-CNN layers, we achieve 70.02%. Though the accuracy we report is less than the actual ResNet performance, there is less than 1% disparity between the two values. Additionally, the learning curve in Figure 7 demonstrate that both CNN and Graph-CNN learn at the same rate. The CIFAR and ImageNet experiments show that traditional CNN's can be modeled as Graph-CNN's. Since the formulation of the adjacency matrices allow for same number of learnable parameters in the convolution filters, the learning curves for both the datasets indicate high agreement between Graph-CNN and traditional CNN.
B. Human Connectome Project
The Human Connectome Project (HCP) [38] contains resting-state functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (rsfMRI) data from each of 366 male and 454 female subjects. We seek to investigate whether we can reliably identify the subjects' biological sex from this data. We use the rsfMRI data preprocessed according to HCP's Minimal Preprocessing Pipeline [39] . We then subsequently apply denoising to the data according to the FIX protocol [40] . Each FIX-preprocessed rsfMRI is parcellated according to the Automatic Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas [41] , which divides the brain into 90 cortical/subcortical regions and 26 cerebellar/vermis regions. Time series from voxels within each region are averaged to form a representative time series for each region.
We introduce four different weighted adjacency matrices modeling the functional connectivity of each subject based on computing similarities between the representative time series for each region: Fisher z-transformed Pearson correlation coefficients (CORR), Fisher z-transformed partial correlations (PCORR), and uniform (UNFM) and adaptive (ADPT) versions of the structure-aware affinity inference model for capturing subtle information distributed over discriminative feature subspaces [42] . These weighted adjacency matrices have the same vertices for each subject but different edge weights. Experiments were run with various types of similarity matrices. These are listed in Table III . It also reports results with combinations of the adjacency matrices. Multiple adjacency matrices are treated as edge features while defining the convolution filters. Since the number of training samples is less, complex structures formed through multiple adjacency matrices degrade the performance. The uniform representation of the similarity are listed in Table IV for this classification task. We observe that the best-performing model is the 2-layer Graph-CNN model with UNFM input matrices. We report a maximum accuracy of 83.78% in classifying male vs female using just fMRI graphs. These findings reveal that differences in intrinsic connectivity as measured with rs-fMRI exist between subjects. The Graph-CNN filters are capable of detecting and utilizing these differences for classification and gender prediction. With increased number of imaging-based clinical studies on various diseases such as autism, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, etc. [43] , the Graph-CNN seems a promising approach for distinguishing disease states from healthy brains on the basis of measurable differences in spontaneous activity. As the amount of available rs-fMRI data increases, learning based methods will be able to extract more meaningful information which can be used in complement with human clinical diagnoses to improve overall efficacy. Table IV : Male-female classification using the UNFM matrices generated from the rsfMRI graphs. Training of all models is done for 400 epochs using 5-fold cross-validation. Parameters is the number of parameters in all layers before the last FC. A popular task in the pharmaceutical industry is classification and retrieval of chemical compounds. The most common approach has been to use descriptors as inputs to a classifier. These descriptors can be individual fingerprints or substructures detected through a data mining step [44] . Recently, there has been some work to build an end-to-end model capable of learning the best descriptors or a suitable classifier [22] , [21] . Deep learning based models were also proposed that extracts sub-structures by learning latent representations [45] . The main challenge is the inability to use a fully connected layer as a classifier since the size of input graphs is not constant. To address this, we used the graph embed pooling representation from Section III-D.
We use Graph-CNNs to address this problem and use the standard benchmark datasets − NCI1 and D&D, to compare classification performance. NCI1 is a balanced graph dataset of chemical compounds that are screened for activity against non-small cell lung cancer and ovarian cancer cell lines respectively [44] . D&D graphs are protein structures that can be classified into enzymes or non-enzymes categories [46] . These data are highly complex in terms of size and structure of individual samples. Each graph sample is heterogeneous and contains multiple adjacency matrices which indicate the presence of a specific bond type between two molecules. Detailed statistics and classification results on these datasets are listed in Table V . The Graph-CNN architectures achieve state-ofthe-art performance compared with other recent approaches. 
D. Bosphorus 3D Facial Expressions
One common form of heterogeneous graph data is 3D mesh data. While sensors generally collect 3D data as point clouds [49] or images with a depth channel [50] , these types of data can often be used to construct 3D meshes, posed as vertices and edges [51] , [50] . Graph-CNN can perform object recognition tasks on 3D mesh data. This could be applied to autonomous driving applications that depend on LiDAR point clouds.
We test Graph-CNN on a toy 3D mesh classification problem. We use the facial expression-labeled faces in the Bosphorus 3D Face dataset [49] . 453 of the provided 3D faces are labeled with one of six facial expressions: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, and Surprise. Bosphorus data is encoded as point cloud data, but with tools such as Meshlab [51] can be converted to 3D meshes. We attempt to classify these faces with Graph-CNN. RGB-D datasets were considered [50] , [52] , [53] , [54] , but RGB-D data is much less trivial to convert to a 3D mesh than point clouds. In addition, we were ultimately seeking a dataset that had focused samples neatly divided into a set of classes, similar to ImageNet [37] .
It may seem curious to seasoned computer graphics experts that we formulated these 3D shapes as graphs, using only vertex and edge data. Other works treat 3D shapes as continuous manifolds, or discretely as a tuple (V , E, F ), where E is the set of edges and F is the set of faces [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] . The purpose of this experiment was less to compete with the state-of-the-art in 3D shape retrieval and more to show the versatility of Graph-CNNs by applying them to a nontraditional graph dataset.
We discuss the preprocessing for this problem in the appendix in VII-C. We first evaluate our dataset by creating multiple Graph-CNN networks with different convolutional layers. Each Graph-CNN layer (labeled GConv in Table VI) learns 16 filters. Each network ends in a graph embed pooling layer as described in Section III-D, resulting in a new 32-vertex graph that is input into a fully-connected layer. Pooling was not used to reduce the data between graph convolutions. Table VI shows the results. The mean accuracy after 5-fold cross validation is displayed, plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean. Three Graph-CNN layers appears to underfit, and five appears to overfit the data. Since pooling only occurs at the end, and only as a method to fit heterogeneous data to a fixed fully-connected layer, the potential depth of this network is limited. We also evaluate three other methods for comparison, also with 5-fold cross validation. First, we transform the 2D vertex data into PCA space and classify it with a Support Vector Machine (SVM). Second, we transform the 2D vertex data into Locality-Preserving Projection space (LPP) [55] , and pass that through an SVM. Finally we create a more typical 5 convolution layer CNN architecture (with slightly fewer total parameters) used for processing images. Each 3D face in Bosphorus has a corresponding image of that face, so we train the CNN on those images. Each layer in the CNN architecture is a 3×3 convolution, followed by a max-pooling with a stride of 2. The first 3 convolution layers have 16 filters, the last two have 8. At the end of these layers is a fully-connected layer with 6 outputs, and a softmax. Batch normalization, ReLUs, and the same training hyperparameters as Graph-CNN are used.
The final results of all these experiments are in Table  VII . The SVM classifiers do not model the geometric data well. The traditional CNN with image data beats the Graph-CNN data, but its data does have some richer features. The input into the Graph-CNN does not encode color or depth. In addition, our network has some limitations. Our receptive field may be limited due to the shallowness of the network and the lack of pooling. Efforts to increase this field, such as pooling, increased depth, or atrous filtering techniques as in [56] would likely yield superior results. Also, no data augmentation was attempted. Augmenting the dataset with affine transforms of the vertices could address the small size of the dataset. Regardless, we have shown that Graph-CNNs are capable of processing 3D mesh data, and have plenty of room for iteration to become competitive. 
E. Document Classification
A common form of graph-formatted data is a network of documents. For example, scientific documents in a database are related to one another through citations and references. The entire network is a single large graph, rather than a set of disparate graphs. Each document is a vertex in the graph with a certain features and a citation is an edge from one vertex to the other. Administrators of such large networks may desire to automatically label documents according to their relationship to the rest of the literature. We demonstrate the use of Graph-CNN architecture to model such a vertex classification task. Since the data is organized as a single graph, a label mask of zeros is applied on the test vertices during training. Hence, the loss layer does not back-propagate for the test vertices. At test time, only the test labels are used to compute the accuracy.
Evaluation of Graph-CNN for such an application is focused on the Cora dataset [57] , a large network of scientific publications connected through citations. The vertex features in this case are binary word vectors that indicate the presence of a word from a dictionary of 1433 unique words. There are 2708 publications classified under seven different categories-Case Based, Genetic Algorithms, Neural Networks, Probabilistic Methods, Reinforcement Learning, Rule Learning and Theory. There is an edge connection from a cited article to a citing article and another edge connection from a citing article to a cited article. These edge features are binary representations. We perform cross validations with three different settings to form the training and test set for fair comparison with other recent studies. Table IX lists document classification accuracies compared with the recent approaches. Our Graph-CNN architecture (2×48F-7F) contains three Graph-CNN layers: first two layers with 48 filters and third layer with seven filters. The last Graph-CNN layer computes the prediction of each vertex. We then expand this network by adding 0-hop filters after each Graph-CNN. Dropout was also added before each 0-hop filter. We note our performance on the 1000 test* is not state-of-theart. This test split has only 20 training samples per class and our method overfits, achieving 100% classification accuracy on the training set after only three iterations. We observed that with deeper architectures (3x48F-7F), the network quickly overfits on the training set and the performance degrades on the test set. We report these in Table VIII . For the model with Dropout and 0−hop, the highest accuracy that we obtain are 89.14% and 91.51% on 3-and 10-folds, respectively. All models were trained using Adam optimization [35] and identical hyperparameters. The BatchNorm layers were modified to no longer use running average for mean and variance since there is only a single large sample graph. V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY For a system to be a feasible solution to deep learning applications it must perform well not only in terms of accuracy but also in terms of required computational resources. It must also be efficiently computed using general purpose computation resources like CPUs and GPUs. The worst case scenario of our system is an application with fully-connected graph samples, where each sample has N vertices, L adjacencies, C vertex features, and F filters. The time and space complexity for (10) is O(N 2 CLF ) and O(N 2 CF +N 2 L) respectively. It is trivial to see that the neighborhood of a node can be computed prior to applying specific filter weights. This modification is seen in (15) and (16) , where N ( ) is computed once per sample with N in R N ×CL and h (the weight matrix) in R CL×F . Equation (15) is analogous to an im2col operation commonly used in CNN computations where input features are organized before a filter is applied. In fact, for images, the result is the same as an im2col operation. If neighborhood is computed before applying the filter, the time and space complexity becomes O(N 2 CL + N CLF ) and O(N 2 L + N CL + N F ) respectively. Note that (10) has the benefit of having a reusable H for all samples with the same adjacency matrices (e.g. images) reducing the complexity of batched operations on homogeneous problems.
When using sparsely connected graphs, the adjacency matrices can be sparsely represented. Doing so reduces time and space complexity to O(EC+N CLF ) and O(E+N CL+N F ) respectively where E is the number of non-zero edge features (E < N 2 L). For a CNN, each vertex has at most one neighbor in each adjacency matrix so E ≈ LN and the time complexity of Graph-CNN is reduced to O(N CLF ) which is equivalent to that of a CNN.
VI. CONCLUSION
Many types of graph data are heterogeneous and cannot be processed using traditional spectral convolutional filtering techniques. We introduce a general purpose Graph-CNN paradigm that offers the same breakthrough benefits currently only afforded to homogeneous data. Similar to traditional CNN architectures, Graph-CNNs operate directly in the spatial domain to generate semantically rich features. Our model operates on both homogeneous and heterogeneous data, learning properties from both graph vertices and edges. We establish that traditional CNNs are a subset of Graph-CNN for image data. We have proposed a graph embed pooling method that can reduce dimensionality of graphs throughout a network. We have shown results on graphs of fixed size and connections (images), graphs with fixed size but variable connections (rsfMRI), graphs with varying size and connections (chemical compounds, facial expression recognition), and large singlesample graphs (document classification).
Future work involves extending the flexibility and applications of our Graph-CNN method. We seek to increase the depth and receptive field of our networks through more sophisticated pooling methods, residual network formulations, and atrous filtering. The mechanics of these Graph-CNNs should be analyzed through filter visualization and more in-depth study of the distributions of graph data across the network. The theory should be expanded to enable filtering of edges as well as vertices. We anticipate methods such as Graph-CNN will be applied far and wide to bring the benefits of automatic feature learning to graph problems throughout the literature.
VII. APPENDIX

A. Graph-CNN is a Superset of CNNs
In this section we prove that Graph-CNN is a superset of CNNs.
A 3 × 3 convolutional filtering operation on a single 3 × 3 neighborhood can be written as in (17) .
Vertex features in Graph-CNN are represented as a onedimensional vector. To pose two-dimensional pixels as a vertex feature vector, we can use the following mapping from (i, j) → n. Where W is the horizontal width of the image. Equation (17) can be reposed in this indexing scheme as (19) .
Next, we define a series of adjacency matrices, each one only containing the pixel-wise relationships of a certain direction, as illustrated in the right-side image in Figure 3 .
These matrices are now indicator functions to clarify which filter taps apply to which pixels in a given pixel neighborhood. This means that we can remove the indices entirely from (19) and pose it as a matrix operation, as in (29) .
The separate adjacency matrices can be packed into a tensor A made up of the slices {I, A, ↑ A, A, ← A, → A, A, ↓ A, A}. At this point it can be processed by equations (9) and (10).
B. Spectral Domain
In [8] , experiments on ImageNet classification are performed to compare learning for spectral graph convolutions and traditional image convolutions. Their results show that spectral graph convolutions learn more quickly than image convolutions at first, but ultimately converge to the same result.
In this section, we compare image convolutions (CNN), spectral convolutions (Spectral), and our Graph-CNN (GCNN). We trained a single-layer convolutional neural network of each of the three types on the CIFAR-10 dataset [36] . Each network learned 32 filters, and was followed by two fully-connected layers of equal size. The resulting learning curve is shown as in Figure 11 . Since we proved in VII-A that an image CNN can be exactly represented by Graph-CNN, these two methods understandably get the same results. However, our spectral performance in this test case is about 10% lower than the other methods. These findings contrast with the results of [8] which get identical performance between spectral and image convolutions. Several hyperparameters were explored, but it is possible further hyperparameter tuning could improve the Graph-Spectral performance.
C. Preparing the Bosphorus Model
One of the biggest challenges with this dataset as a testbed for Graph-CNN is its small number of samples, each with a very high dimensionality (tens of thousands of points in 3D space). This means that the data, without upfront reduction, can rapidly lead to overfitting and poor generalization in a network. In addition, adjacency matrices built from this many points would be expensive to compute. For this experiment we performed extensive data reduction, attempting to cut away as much detail from these point clouds to enable effective and efficient learning.
First, each face is processed as a raw point cloud. Outlier points are removed and a mesh is created from the remainder using Meshlab [51] . The mesh is simplified to a low dimension (roughly 1052 vertices) using Meshlab's mesh simplification algorithms. The mesh is then converted into a V and A matrix. The features of V are the X, Y, and Z coordinates in 3D Euclidean space of each vertex. The edges of A are 1 if the edge exists in the mesh and 0 if it does not. We did not use a distance measure such as Euclidean distance because that information would be implicit in the vertex features. To increase the number of edge features, we partitioned the edges into bins based on the angle of the vector formed by that edge. Edge ij forms a vector ij defined by subtracting i from j. Then the sign of each component (ij X ,ij Y , and ij Z ) from that vector is used to separate into bins: (ij X ≥ 0,ij Y ≥ 0, ij Z ≥ 0) is one bin, (ij X ≥ 0,ij Y ≥ 0, ij Z < 0) is another bin, and so on for all eight 3D octants.
Next we attempt to further reduce dimensionality by removing the back of the head formed by the mesh creation algorithm. These vertices and edges are generated in an attempt to create a closed 3D figure, but they provide no information for discerning facial expression. To do this programmatically, we normalize V for a given sample to be 0 mean, unit variance. Vertices with negative Z components are removed from V and A. Finally, we project the face onto a 2D-plane by removing the Z feature from V . The 8 adjacency matrices are still preserved, though the Z feature is removed. This much reduced model of the face retains useful information for identifying expression. Figure 10 illustrates the transformation.
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